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Subject:

Retevis H-777 won't upload image

Normal
Jim Unroe

Description
The problems listed in issue #8197 are still present using the BF-888 Baofeng definition or the new Retevis H-777 profile. The radio
will download fine but fails on upload at various places (Block 0000, 0028, etc.) There are a lot of these radios being sold. I
successfully updated a set of radios in late 2019 but now it is broken. I tried the oldest archive (January 2020) and it fails also.
Thanks for the great work and I have gladly contributed financially in the past. Debug is attached as well as the old previously
working image and a new image done by the new Chirp version.
73, Dave
Related issues:
duplicates Bug # 8197: H-777 (as BF-888) failed to send to radio during uploa...

Closed

08/22/2020

History
#1 - 12/13/2020 04:07 pm - Bernhard Hailer
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Model affected changed from (All models) to Retevis H-777

Hi Dave, thanks for your contributions!
Please don't open new tickets for already existing issues. Instead, could you please add your comments and files at #8197? Thank you!

#2 - 12/14/2020 07:41 pm - Jim Unroe
- Status changed from Closed to In Progress
- Assignee set to Jim Unroe
- Target version set to chirp-daily

I just received a pair of Retevis H777 radios. I am able to duplicate this issue. I will be working on developing a solution.
Jim KC9HI

#3 - 12/14/2020 07:43 pm - Jim Unroe
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

Whoops. I didn't see this was a duplicate. I will submit the future patch to the other ticket.
Jim KC9HI
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